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AAABIPSS PIASABAS PIASABA, piassava (coarse, stiff fiber) [n] 

AAABIPSS PIASSABA piassava (coarse, stiff fiber) [n -S] 

 

AAABKPSS BAASKAPS BAASKAP, policy of domination by white people in South Africa [n] 

AAABKPSS BAASSKAP baaskap (policy of domination by white people in South Africa) [n -S] 

 

AAACDINR ACARIDAN acarid (type of arachnid (any of class of segmented invertebrate animals)) [n -S] 

AAACDINR ARCADIAN one who lives in arcadia [n -S] 

 

AAACMRSS MARASCAS MARASCA, wild cherry [n] 

AAACMRSS MASCARAS MASCARA, to color eyelashes or eyebrows with cosmetic [v] 

 

AAADELMS ALAMEDAS ALAMEDA, shaded walkway [n] 

AAADELMS SALAAMED SALAAM, to greet with low bow [v] 

 

AAADGGHS AGGADAHS AGGADAH, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] 

AAADGGHS HAGGADAS HAGGADA, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] 

 

AAADMRSS MADRASAS MADRASA, madrassa (Muslim school) [n] 

AAADMRSS MADRASSA Muslim school [n -S] 

 

AAAGINRS ANGARIAS ANGARIA, angary (right of warring state to seize neutral property) [n] 

AAAGINRS NIAGARAS NIAGARA, outpouring or deluge [n] 

 

AAAHHKLS HALAKAHS HALAKAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

AAAHHKLS HALAKHAS HALAKHA, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

 

AAAHMSST HAMATSAS HAMATSA, dance inspired by spirit of man-eating monster [n] 

AAAHMSST TAMASHAS TAMASHA, public entertainment in India [n] 

 

AAAIPSSV PIASAVAS PIASAVA, piassava (coarse, stiff fiber) [n] 

AAAIPSSV PIASSAVA coarse, stiff fiber [n -S] 

 

AABCCELS CASCABEL rear part of cannon [n -S] 

AABCCELS CASCABLE cascabel (rear part of cannon) [n -S] 

 

AABCCKST BACKCAST backward movement in casting fishing line [n -S] 

AABCCKST SCATBACK type of player in football [n -S] 

 

AABCDKRW BACKWARD toward back [adv] 

AABCDKRW DRAWBACK hindrance [n -S] 

 

AABCEKST BACKSEAT ear seat [n -S] 

AABCEKST SEATBACK back of seat [n -S] 
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AABCELNR BALANCER one that balances (to weigh (to determine weight of)) [n -S] 

AABCELNR BARNACLE shellfish [n -S] 

 

AABCELRT BRACTEAL BRACT, leaflike plant part [adj] 

AABCELRT CARTABLE CART, to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle) [adj] 

 

AABCHKLU BACKHAUL to return after delivering load [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AABCHKLU HAULBACK line for drawing cable back [n -S] 

 

AABCILLR BACILLAR rod-shaped [adj] 

AABCILLR CABRILLA sea bass [n -S] 

 

AABCILMS BALSAMIC containing balsam [adj] 

AABCILMS CABALISM adherence to cabala [n -S] 

 

AABCILST BASALTIC BASALT, volcanic rock [adj] 

AABCILST CABALIST one who practices cabalism (adherence to cabala) [n -S] 

 

AABCKKLT BACKTALK impudent reply [n -S] 

AABCKKLT TALKBACK one-way communications link between control booth and recording studio [n -S] 

 

AABCKSWY SWAYBACK abnormal sagging of back [n -S] 

AABCKSWY WAYBACKS WAYBACK, interior area at back of vehicle [n]   

 

AABDEERY BAYADEER bayadere (dancing girl) [n -S] 

AABDEERY BAYADERE dancing girl [n -S] 

 

AABDHRSU BAHADURS BAHADUR, Hindu title of respect [n] 

AABDHRSU SUBAHDAR governor of subah [n -S] 

 

AABDLLRY BALLADRY ballad poetry [n -RIES] 

AABDLLRY BALLYARD ballpark (facility in which ballgames are played) [n -S] 

 

AABDLORR LABRADOR hunting dog [n -S] 

AABDLORR LARBOARD left-hand side of ship [n -S] 

 

AABDNPSS BANDPASS range of frequencies transmitted through filter [n -ES] 

AABDNPSS PASSBAND frequency band that permits transmission with maximum efficiency [n -S] 

 

AABEEGKR BRAKEAGE act of braking (to slow down or stop) [n -S] 

AABEEGKR BREAKAGE act of breaking (to reduce to fragments) [n -S] 

 

AABEEHLT HATEABLE meriting hatred (intense dislike or aversion) [adj] 

AABEEHLT HEATABLE HEAT, to make hot [adj] 
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AABEEKMT BAKEMEAT pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

AABEEKMT MAKEBATE one that encourages quarrels [n -S] 

 

AABEELMN AMENABLE capable of being persuaded [adj] 

AABEELMN NAMEABLE NAME, to give title to [adj] 

 

AABEELRT RATEABLE ratable (capable of being rated) [adj] 

AABEELRT TEARABLE TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye) [adj] 

 

AABEELST EATABLES EATABLE, edible (something fit to be eaten) [n] 

AABEELST TEASABLE TEASE, to make fun of [adj] 

 

AABEFLMR FARMABLE FARM, to manage and cultivate as farm (tract of land devoted to agriculture) [adj] 

AABEFLMR FRAMABLE FRAME, to construct by putting together various parts [adj] 

 

AABEILST LABIATES LABIATE, labiated plant [n] 

AABEILST SATIABLE capable of being satiated [adj] 

 

AABEIRSS AIRBASES AIRBASE, military base for aircraft [n] 

AABEIRSS ARABISES ARABIS, mat-forming plant [n] 

 

AABEIRTU AUBRETIA aubrieta (flowering plant) [n -S] 

AABEIRTU AUBRIETA flowering plant [n -S] 

 

AABELLSY SALEABLY SALEABLE, salable (capable of being or fit to be sold) [adv] 

AABELLSY SLAYABLE SLAY, to kill violently [adj] 

 

AABELMST BLASTEMA region of embryonic cells [n -S, -TA] 

AABELMST LAMBASTE to beat severely [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AABELRST ARBALEST type of crossbow (kind of weapon) [n -S] 

AABELRST RATABLES taxable properties [n -S] 

 

AABELRTY BETRAYAL act of betraying (to aid enemy of) [n -S] 

AABELRTY RATEABLY RATEABLE, ratable (capable of being rated) [adv] 

 

AABENRST ANTBEARS ANTBEAR, aardvark (African mammal) [n] 

AABENRST RATSBANE rat poison [n -S] 

 

AABFLOTT FALTBOAT collapsible boat resembling kayak [n -S] 

AABFLOTT FLATBOAT flat-bottomed boat [n -S] 

 

AABGILNT ABLATING ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v] 

AABGILNT BANGTAIL racehorse [n -S] 
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AABIKLMS KABALISM cabalism (adherence to cabala) [n -S] 

AABIKLMS KALIMBAS KALIMBA, African musical instrument [n] 

 

AABILLRS AIRBALLS AIRBALL, to miss basket in basketball [v]   

AABILLRS BARILLAS BARILLA, chemical compound [n] 

 

AABMORTU MARABOUT marabou (African stork) [n -S] 

AABMORTU TAMBOURA tambura (stringed instrument) [n -S] 

 

AACCDESS CASCADES CASCADE, to fall like waterfall [v] 

AACCDESS SACCADES SACCADE, rapid, jerky movement of eye [n] 

 

AACCELLY CAECALLY CAECUM, cecum (bodily cavity with one opening) [adv] 

AACCELLY CALYCEAL calycine (pertaining to calyx (outer protective covering of flower)) [adj] 

 

AACCHINR ANARCHIC ANARCHY, absence of government [adj] 

AACCHINR CHARACIN tropical fish [n -S] 

 

AACCORSU CURACAOS CURACAO, type of liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n] 

AACCORSU CURACOAS CURACOA, curacao (type of liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage)) [n] 

 

AACDEHRS CHARADES CHARADE, word represented by pantomime [n] 

AACDEHRS HARDCASE tough or obstinate person [n -S] 

 

AACDEILS ALCAIDES ALCAIDE, commander of Spanish fortress [n] 

AACDEILS SIDALCEA North American herb [n -S] 

 

AACDELLN CALENDAL pertaining to calends (first day of Roman month) [adj] 

AACDELLN CANALLED CANAL, to dig artificial waterway through [v] 

 

AACDENSV ADVANCES ADVANCE, to move or cause to move ahead [v] 

AACDENSV CANVASED CANVAS, to canvass (to examine thoroughly) [v] 

 

AACDERST CADASTER public record of land ownership [n -S] 

AACDERST CADASTRE cadaster (public record of land ownership) [n -S] 

 

AACDHIMR CHADARIM CHEDER, heder (Jewish school) [n] 

AACDHIMR DRACHMAI DRACHMA, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

 

AACDHLRY CHARLADY cleaning woman [n -DIES] 

AACDHLRY DYARCHAL DYARCHY, diarchy (government with two rulers) [adj] 

 

AACDIMNY ADYNAMIC ADYNAMIA, lack of physical strength [adj] 

AACDIMNY CYANAMID chemical compound [n -S] 
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AACEEGRS ACREAGES ACREAGE, area in acres [n] 

AACEEGRS GEARCASE casing for gears [n -S] 

 

AACEEMRT MACERATE to soften by soaking in liquid [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AACEEMRT RACEMATE chemical salt [n -S] 

 

AACEHILL ACHILLEA yarrow (perennial herb) [n -S] 

AACEHILL HELIACAL pertaining to sun [adj] 

 

AACEHRTT ATTACHER one that attaches (to connect as associated part) [n -S] 

AACEHRTT REATTACH to attach again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

AACEILMN ANALCIME analcite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

AACEILMN CALAMINE to apply ointment for skin ailments [v -D, -NING, -S] 

 

AACEILNT ANALCITE mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

AACEILNT LAITANCE milky deposit on surface of fresh concrete [n -S] 

 

AACEILNV VALENCIA woven fabric [n -S] 

AACEILNV VALIANCE valor (courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n -S] 

 

AACEILRV CAVALIER to behave haughtily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AACEILRV VARICEAL pertaining to or involving varix [adj] 

 

AACEINRT CARINATE shaped like keel of ship [adj] 

AACEINRT CRANIATE one that has skull [n -S] 

 

AACEIPRS AIRSCAPE view of earth from aircraft or high position [n -S] 

AACEIPRS AIRSPACE portion of atmosphere above particular land area [n -S] 

 

AACEIPTT APATETIC having coloration serving as natural camouflage [adj] 

AACEIPTT CAPITATE bone of wrist of primates [n -S] 

 

AACEIRSV AVARICES AVARICE, greed (excessive desire for gain or wealth) [n] 

AACEIRSV CAVIARES CAVIARE, caviar (roe of sturgeon) [n] 

 

AACEITTV ACTIVATE to set in motion [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AACEITTV CAVITATE to form cavities [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AACEKRTT ATTACKER one that attacks (to set upon violently) [n -S] 

AACEKRTT REATTACK to attack again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AACELMRS CARAMELS CARAMEL, chewy candy [n] 

AACELMRS CERAMALS CERAMAL, heat-resistant alloy [n] 
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AACELNPS CAPELANS CAPELAN, capelin (small, edible fish) [n] 

AACELNPS SCALEPAN pan on weighing scale [n -S] 

 

AACELORV CAVALERO horseman (one who rides horse) [n -S] 

AACELORV CAVEOLAR pertaining to caveola (small pit in cell) [adj]   

 

AACELRWY CLAYWARE pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

AACELRWY CLEARWAY road on which stopping is not permitted [n -S] 

 

AACELSTY ACYLATES ACYLATE, to introduce acyl into [v] 

AACELSTY CATALYSE to catalyze (to act as catalyst) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

AACEMNPS MANSCAPE to trim or shave man's body hair to enhance appearance [v -D, -PING, -S] 

AACEMNPS SPACEMAN astronaut (person trained to travel in spacecraft) [n -MEN] 

 

AACERSTT CASTRATE to remove testes of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AACERSTT TEACARTS TEACART, wheeled table used in serving tea [n] 

 

AACFLRST FLATCARS FLATCAR, railroad car without sides or roof [n] 

AACFLRST FRACTALS FRACTAL, complex geometric curve [n] 

 

AACHILPS CALIPASH edible part of turtle [n -S] 

AACHILPS PASHALIC pashalik (territory of pasha) [n -S] 

 

AACHIMRS ARCHAISM archaic word, idiom, or expression [n -S] 

AACHIMRS CHARISMA special magnetic appeal [n -S, -TA] 

 

AACHIMSS CHAMISAS CHAMISA, saltbush of Southwest [n] 

AACHIMSS CHIASMAS CHIASMA, anatomical junction [n] 

 

AACHIPRS CHARPAIS CHARPAI, charpoy (bed used in India) [n] 

AACHIPRS HAIRCAPS HAIRCAP, hat [n] 

 

AACHIRST ARCHAIST one that archaizes (to use archaisms) [n -S] 

AACHIRST CITHARAS CITHARA, ancient stringed instrument [n] 

 

AACHMORT ACHROMAT type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n -S] 

AACHMORT TRACHOMA disease of eye [n -S] 

 

AACILMNT CALAMINT perennial herb [n -S] 

AACILMNT CLAIMANT one that asserts right or title [n -S] 

 

AACILOTT COATTAIL back lower portion of coat [n -S] 

AACILOTT TAILCOAT man's coat [n -S] 
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AACILPST APLASTIC not plastic [adj] 

AACILPST CAPITALS CAPITAL, upper part of column [n] 

 

AACILSTT CATTAILS CATTAIL, marsh plant [n] 

AACILSTT STATICAL STATIC, random noise produced in radio or television receiver [adj] 

 

AACINRSS ACRASINS ACRASIN, substance secreted by cells of slime mold [n] 

AACINRSS SARCINAS SARCINA, spherical bacterium [n] 

 

AACLLSUY CASUALLY informally (in informal (marked by absence of formality or ceremony) manner) [adv] 

AACLLSUY CAUSALLY by way of causing [adv] 

 

AACLOPRS CAPORALS CAPORAL, coarse tobacco [n] 

AACLOPRS CRAPOLAS CRAPOLA, nonsense, drivel [n] 

 

AACLPRSU CAPSULAR enclosed and compact [adj] 

AACLPRSU SCAPULAR sleeveless outer garment worn by monks [n -S] 

 

AACMNORS MACARONS MACARON, type of cookie (small, flat cake) [n]   

AACMNORS NARCOMAS NARCOMA, stupor induced by narcotic [n] 

 

AACORSTT CASTRATO singer castrated in boyhood [n -TI, -S] 

AACORSTT CROSTATA type of fruit tart [n -S] 

 

AACORTTU ACTUATOR one that actuates (to set into action or motion) [n -S] 

AACORTTU AUTOCRAT absolute ruler [n -S] 

 

AADEEGHR GEARHEAD mechanically inclined person [n -S] 

AADEEGHR HEADGEAR covering for head [n HEADGEAR, -S] 

 

AADEFIRS FARADISE to faradize (to treat by faradism) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AADEFIRS SAFARIED SAFARI, to go on hunting expedition [v] 

 

AADEGGRS AGGRADES AGGRADE, to fill with detrital material [v] 

AADEGGRS SAGGARED SAGGAR, to bake in saggar (protective clay casing) [v] 

 

AADEGINR DRAINAGE act of draining (to draw off liquid) [n -S] 

AADEGINR GARDENIA tropical shrub or tree [n -S] 

 

AADEGMRS DAMAGERS DAMAGER, one that damages (to injure (to do or cause injury to)) [n] 

AADEGMRS SMARAGDE smaragd (emerald (green gem)) [n -S] 

 

AADEGRSY DRAYAGES DRAYAGE, transportation by dray [n] 

AADEGRSY YARDAGES YARDAGE, use of enclosure for livestock at railroad station [n] 
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AADEHILR HEADRAIL horizontal rail at top of something [n -S] 

AADEHILR RAILHEAD end of railroad line [n -S] 

 

AADEIMNT ANIMATED ANIMATE, to give life to [v] 

AADEIMNT DIAMANTE sparkling decoration [n -S] 

 

AADEIMST ADAMSITE lung-irritating gas [n -S] 

AADEIMST DIASTEMA space between teeth [n -S, -TA] 

 

AADELMNS DALESMAN one living in dale [n -MEN] 

AADELMNS LEADSMAN seaman who measures depth of water [n -MEN] 

 

AADEPRST ADAPTERS ADAPTER, one that adapts (to make suitable) [n] 

AADEPRST READAPTS READAPT, to adapt again [v] 

 

AADERSTW EASTWARD direction toward east [n -S] 

AADERSTW RADWASTE radioactive waste [n -S] 

 

AADGGHOT AGGADOTH AGGADA, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] / AGGADAH [n] 

AADGGHOT HAGGADOT HAGGADA, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] / HAGGADAH [n] 

 

AADGILNO DIAGONAL oblique line [n -S] 

AADGILNO GONADIAL GONAD, sex gland [adj] 

 

AADGMNRS GRANDAMS GRANDAM, grandmother [n] 

AADGMNRS GRANDMAS GRANDMA, grandmother [n] 

 

AADLORTU ADULATOR one that adulates (to praise excessively) [n -S] 

AADLORTU LAUDATOR lauder (one that lauds (to praise)) [n -S] 

 

AADNOPRS PADRONAS PADRONA, female boss or employer [n] 

AADNOPRS PANDORAS PANDORA, bandore (ancient lute) [n] 

 

AAEEGMST AGAMETES AGAMETE, asexual reproductive cell [n] 

AAEEGMST AGEMATES AGEMATE, person of same age as another [n] 

 

AAEEKNRW AWAKENER one that awakens (to awake (to wake up)) [n -S] 

AAEEKNRW REAWAKEN to awaken again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AAEELNPS SEAPLANE airplane designed to take off from or land on water [n -S] 

AAEELNPS SPELAEAN spelean (living in caves) [adj] 

 

AAEEMNST EMANATES EMANATE, to send forth [v] 

AAEEMNST MANATEES MANATEE, aquatic mammal [n] 
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AAEENRST ARSENATE chemical salt [n -S] 

AAEENRST SERENATA dramatic cantata [n -S, -TE] 

 

AAEEPPRR RAPPAREE plunderer (one that plunders (to rob of goods by force)) [n -S] 

AAEEPPRR REAPPEAR to appear again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AAEEPRST ASPERATE to make uneven [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AAEEPRST SEPARATE to set or keep apart [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AAEERSTW SEAWATER water from sea [n -S] 

AAEERSTW TEAWARES TEAWARE, tea service [n] 

 

AAEGILNT AGENTIAL AGENT, to act as representative for [adj] 

AAEGILNT ALGINATE chemical salt [n -S] 

 

AAEGILRS GASALIER gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S] 

AAEGILRS LAIRAGES LAIRAGE, place where cattle are housed at markets [n] 

 

AAEGIMNT AGMINATE clustered together [adj] 

AAEGIMNT ENIGMATA ENIGMA, something that is hard to understand or explain [n] 

 

AAEGINTV NAVIGATE to plan and control course of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AAEGINTV VAGINATE enclosed in sheath [adj] 

 

AAEGMRST MARGATES MARGATE, tropical fish [n] 

AAEGMRST MEGASTAR extremely successful performer [n -S] 

 

AAEGSSSU ASSUAGES ASSUAGE, to make less severe [v] 

AAEGSSSU SAUSAGES SAUSAGE, finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing [n] 

 

AAEGSTWY GATEWAYS GATEWAY, passage that may be closed by gate [n] 

AAEGSTWY GETAWAYS GETAWAY, escape [n] 

 

AAEHIMNT ANTHEMIA decorative floral patterns used in Greek art [n ANTHEMIA] 

AAEHIMNT HAEMATIN hematin (heme (component of hemoglobin)) [n -S] 

 

AAEIKLLS ALKALIES ALKALI, type of chemical compound [n] 

AAEIKLLS ALKALISE to alkalize (to convert into alkali) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

AAEILMNT ANTIMALE opposed to men (adult human male) [adj] 

AAEILMNT LAMINATE to compress into thin plate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AAEILSTV AESTIVAL estival (pertaining to summer) [adj] 

AAEILSTV SALIVATE to secrete saliva [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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AAEIMNRT ANIMATER animator (one that animates (to give life to)) [n -S] 

AAEIMNRT MARINATE to soak in seasoned liquid before cooking [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AAEIMNST AMENTIAS AMENTIA, mental deficiency [n] 

AAEIMNST ANIMATES ANIMATE, to give life to [v] 

 

AAEINRTT ATTAINER one that attains (to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort) [n -S] 

AAEINRTT REATTAIN to attain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AAEINSTT ASTATINE radioactive element [n -S] 

AAEINSTT SANITATE to sanitize (to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AAEIRSST ASTERIAS ASTERIA, gemstone cut to exhibit asterism [n] 

AAEIRSST ATRESIAS ATRESIA, absence or closure of natural bodily passage [n] 

 

AAEIRSTT ARIETTAS ARIETTA, short aria [n] 

AAEIRSTT ARISTATE ARISTA, bristlelike structure or appendage [adj] 

 

AAELNPST PLATANES PLATANE, platan (large tree) [n] 

AAELNPST PLEASANT pleasing [adj -ER, -EST] 

 

AAELNRTT ALTERANT something that alters (to make different) [n -S] 

AAELNRTT TARLETAN tarlatan (cotton fabric) [n -S] 

 

AAEMNPRS PARMESAN hard, dry Italian cheese [n -S] 

AAEMNPRS SPEARMAN person armed with spear [n -MEN] 

 

AAEMORTT AMARETTO kind of liqueur [n -S] 

AAEMORTT TERATOMA tumor made of more than one type of tissue [n -S, -TA] 

 

AAENPPRT APPARENT easily seen [adj] 

AAENPPRT TRAPPEAN pertaining to traprock (igneous rock) [adj] 

 

AAENPSST ANAPESTS ANAPEST, type of metrical foot [n] 

AAENPSST PEASANTS PEASANT, person of inferior social rank [n] 

 

AAENRSTV TAVERNAS TAVERNA, cafe in Greece [n] 

AAENRSTV TSAREVNA czarevna (daughter of czar) [n -S] 

 

AAERSTTU SATURATE to fill completely with something that permeates [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AAERSTTU TUATERAS TUATERA, tuatara (large reptile) [n] 

 

AAFILNST FANTAILS FANTAIL, fan-shaped tail or end [n] 

AAFILNST TAILFANS TAILFAN, fanlike swimming organ at rear of some crustaceans [n] 
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AAGHMNOY HOGMANAY Scottish celebration [n -S] 

AAGHMNOY MAHOGANY tropical tree [n -NIES] 

 

AAGILMNR ALARMING ALARM, to frighten by sudden revelation of possible injury [v] 

AAGILMNR MARGINAL one considered to be at lower or outer limit [n -S] 

 

AAGILNRS LARIGANS LARIGAN, leather boot [n] 

AAGILNRS SANGRAIL legendary cup used by Christ at Last Supper [n -S] 

 

AAGIMNSS AMASSING AMASS, to gather (to bring together into one place or group) [v] 

AAGIMNSS SIAMANGS SIAMANG, large, black gibbon [n] 

 

AAGINRSS SANGRIAS SANGRIA, alcoholic beverage [n] 

AAGINRSS SARANGIS SARANGI, stringed instrument of India [n] 

 

AAGINSSY ASSAYING ASSAY, to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish) [v] 

AAGINSSY GAINSAYS GAINSAY, to deny (to declare to be untrue) [v] 

 

AAGIRSTV GRAVITAS reserved, dignified behavior [n -ES] 

AAGIRSTV STRAVAIG to stravage (to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AAGMNRST TANGRAMS TANGRAM, Chinese puzzle [n] 

AAGMNRST TRANGAMS TRANGAM, gewgaw (showy trinket) [n] 

 

AAGNORRT ARROGANT overly convinced of one's own worth or importance [adj] 

AAGNORRT TARRAGON perennial herb [n -S] 

 

AAHHKLOT HALAKHOT HALAKHA, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] / HALAKHAH [n] 

AAHHKLOT HALAKOTH HALAKAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

 

AAIIMNNT AMANITIN chemical compound [n -S] 

AAIIMNNT MAINTAIN to keep in proper condition [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AAIKMNST ANTIMASK comic performance between acts of masque [n -S] 

AAIKMNST KATSINAM KATSINA, kachina (ancestral spirit) [n] 

 

AAILLMNS LAMINALS LAMINAL, speech sound articulated with blade of tongue [n] 

AAILLMNS MANILLAS MANILLA, manila (strong paper) [n] 

 

AAILMNOR MANORIAL MANOR, landed estate or territorial unit [adj] 

AAILMNOR MORAINAL MORAINE, accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [adj] 

 

AAILMNST STAMINAL STAMINA, endurance [adj] 

AAILMNST TALISMAN object believed to possess magical powers [n -S] 
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AAILNORT NOTARIAL pertaining to notary (public officer who certifies documents) [adj] 

AAILNORT RATIONAL number that can be expressed as quotient of integers [n -S] 

 

AAILRSTT RATTAILS RATTAIL, marine fish [n] 

AAILRSTT STRIATAL STRIATUM, mass of nervous tissue within brain [adj] 

 

AAIMNRST MARTIANS MARTIAN, supposed inhabitant of planet Mars [n] 

AAIMNRST TAMARINS TAMARIN, South American monkey [n] 

 

AAIMOPRS MARIPOSA flowering plant [n -S] 

AAIMOPRS PAROSMIA distortion of sense of smell [n -S] 

 

AAINNRSV NAVARINS NAVARIN, lamb stew with vegetables [n] 

AAINNRSV NIRVANAS NIRVANA, blessed state in Buddhism [n] 

 

AAINOPSS ANOPSIAS ANOPSIA, anoopsia (visual defect) [n] 

AAINOPSS PAISANOS PAISANO, fellow countryman [n] 

 

AAINRSST ARTISANS ARTISAN, trained or skilled workman [n] 

AAINRSST TSARINAS TSARINA, czarina (wife of czar) [n] 

 

AAINSTTT ANTISTAT agent for preventing buildup of static electricity [n -S] 

AAINSTTT ATTAINTS ATTAINT, to disgrace (to bring shame or discredit upon) [v] 

 

AAKMOSSU MOUSAKAS MOUSAKA, moussaka (Middle Eastern dish of meat and eggplant) [n] 

AAKMOSSU MOUSSAKA Middle Eastern dish of meat and eggplant [n -S] 

 

AALPRSTU PASTURAL pertaining to pasture [adj] 

AALPRSTU SPATULAR SPATULA, mixing implement [adj] 

 

AAORSSVV VAVASORS VAVASOR, high-ranking vassal [n] 

AAORSSVV VAVASSOR vavasor (high-ranking vassal) [n -S] 

 

AAOSTWWY STOWAWAY one who hides aboard conveyance to obtain free passage [n -S] 

AAOSTWWY TOWAWAYS TOWAWAY, act of towing away vehicle [n] 

 

ABBBEILR BLABBIER BLABBY, talkative [adj] 

ABBBEILR BRIBABLE BRIBE, to practice bribery [adj] 

 

ABBBGILN BABBLING idle talk [n -S] / BABBLE, to talk idly or excessively [v] 

ABBBGILN BLABBING BLAB, to talk idly [v] 

 

ABBCELRS CLABBERS CLABBER, to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid)) [v] 

ABBCELRS SCRABBLE to claw or grope about frantically [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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ABBDELRS DABBLERS DABBLER, one that dabbles (to involve oneself in superficial interest) [n] 

ABBDELRS DRABBLES DRABBLE, to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v] 

 

ABBDERST DRABBEST DRAB, cheerless [adj] 

ABBDERST DRABBETS DRABBET, coarse linen fabric [n] 

 

ABBEGLRS GABBLERS GABBLER, one that gabbles (to jabber (to talk rapidly)) [n] 

ABBEGLRS GRABBLES GRABBLE, to grope (to feel about with hands) [v] 

 

ABBELORS BELABORS BELABOR, to discuss for absurd amount of time [v] 

ABBELORS SORBABLE SORB, to take up and hold by absorption or adsorption [adj] 

 

ABBELRSS BARBLESS having no barbs [adj] 

ABBELRSS SLABBERS SLABBER, to slobber (to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth))) [v] 

 

ABBEORRS ABSORBER one that absorbs (to take up or in) [n -S] 

ABBEORRS REABSORB to absorb again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ABBGINST STABBING act of piercing someone with pointed weapon [n -S] / STAB, to pierce with pointed weapon [v] 

ABBGINST TABBINGS TABBING, use of tab key on keyboard [n] 

 

ABBIMNOS BAMBINOS BAMBINO, baby [n] 

ABBIMNOS NABOBISM great wealth and luxury [n -S] 

 

ABCDEEHR BERDACHE Native American male transvestite [n -S] 

ABCDEEHR BREACHED BREACH, to break through [v] 

 

ABCDEEMR CAMBERED CAMBER, to arch slightly [v] 

ABCDEEMR EMBRACED EMBRACE, to hug (to clasp tightly in arms) [v] 

 

ABCDEIKS BACKSIDE hind part [n -S] 

ABCDEIKS DIEBACKS DIEBACK, gradual dying of plant shoots [n] 

 

ABCDEIRS ASCRIBED ASCRIBE, to attribute to specified cause, source, or origin [v] 

ABCDEIRS CARBIDES CARBIDE, carbon compound [n] 

 

ABCDEORS BARCODES BARCODE, automatically scannable geometric identifying code [n]   

ABCDEORS BROCADES BROCADE, to weave with raised design [v] 

 

ABCDIILO BIOCIDAL BIOCIDE, substance destructive to living organisms [adj] 

ABCDIILO DIABOLIC devilish (fiendish (extremely wicked or cruel)) [adj] 

 

ABCEEILT CELIBATE one who lives life of celibacy [n -S] 

ABCEEILT CITEABLE suitable for citation [adj] 
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ABCEFIKR BACKFIRE to produce undesirable effects [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ABCEFIKR FIREBACK cast-iron plate along back of fireplace [n -S] 

 

ABCEHNRS BRANCHES BRANCH, to form branches (offshoots) [v] 

ABCEHNRS BRECHANS BRECHAN, brecham (collar for horse) [n] 

 

ABCEHRST BATCHERS BATCHER, one that batches (to bring together) [n] 

ABCEHRST BRACHETS BRACHET, brach (hound bitch) [n] 

 

ABCEILNO BIOCLEAN free of harmful organisms [adj] 

ABCEILNO COINABLE COIN, to make coins (metal currency) [adj] 

 

ABCEILRS CALIBERS CALIBER, diameter of gun barrel [n] 

ABCEILRS CALIBRES CALIBRE, caliber (diameter of gun barrel) [n] 

 

ABCEINRS BRISANCE shattering effect of explosive [n -S] 

ABCEINRS CARBINES CARBINE, light rifle [n] 

 

ABCEINST BASCINET basinet (medieval helmet) [n -S] 

ABCEINST CABINETS CABINET, piece of furniture with shelves and drawers [n] 

 

ABCEKOOS BOOKCASE case which holds books (literary volumes) [n -S] 

ABCEKOOS CASEBOOK law textbook [n -S] 

 

ABCEKRST BACKREST back support [n -S] 

ABCEKRST BRACKETS BRACKET, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

 

ABCEKSST BACKSETS BACKSET, setback (defeat) [n] 

ABCEKSST SETBACKS SETBACK, defeat [n] 

 

ABCELMRS CLAMBERS CLAMBER, to climb awkwardly [v] 

ABCELMRS SCRAMBLE to move or climb hurriedly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

ABCELSSU BASCULES BASCULE, type of seesaw [n] 

ABCELSSU SUBSCALE subdivision of scale [n -S] 

 

ABCEORST CABESTRO lasso [n -S] 

ABCEORST CABRESTO cabestro (lasso) [n -S] 

 

ABCJKOOT BOOTJACK device for pulling off boots [n -S] 

ABCJKOOT JACKBOOT heavy boot [n -S] 

 

ABCKLOST BACKLOTS BACKLOT, outdoor area in movie studio [n] 

ABCKLOST SLOTBACK type of football player [n -S] 
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ABCKMOST BACKMOST hindmost (farthest to rear) [adj] 

ABCKMOST TOMBACKS TOMBACK, tombac (alloy of copper and zinc) [n] 

 

ABCKOSTU BACKOUTS BACKOUT, reversal of launching procedures [n] 

ABCKOSTU OUTBACKS OUTBACK, isolated rural country [n] 

 

ABCKSSUW BUCKSAWS BUCKSAW, wood-cutting saw [n] 

ABCKSSUW SAWBUCKS SAWBUCK, sawhorse (rack used to support piece of wood being sawed) [n] 

 

ABDDEEMN BEDAMNED BEDAMN, to swear at [v] 

ABDDEEMN BEMADDEN to madden (to make or become mad) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ABDDEGIR ABRIDGED ABRIDGE, to reduce length of [v] 

ABDDEGIR BRIGADED BRIGADE, to group together [v] 

 

ABDDEILU AUDIBLED AUDIBLE, to call substitute play in football [v] 

ABDDEILU BUDDLEIA tropical shrub [n -S] 

 

ABDDEORS ADSORBED ADSORB, to gather on surface in condensed layer [v] 

ABDDEORS ROADBEDS ROADBED, foundation for railroad track [n] 

 

ABDEEEFL BEFLEAED BEFLEA, to infest with fleas [v] 

ABDEEEFL FEEDABLE FEED, FEE, to pay fee (fixed charge) to [adj] 

 

ABDEEERV BEAVERED BEAVER, to work hard [v] 

ABDEEERV BEREAVED BEREAVE, to deprive (to take something away from) [v] 

 

ABDEEGLL BEGALLED BEGALL, to make sore by rubbing [v] 

ABDEEGLL GABELLED GABELLE, tax on salt [adj] 

 

ABDEEILS ABSEILED ABSEIL, to rappel (to descend from steep height by means of rope) [v] 

ABDEEILS BELADIES BELADY, to apply title of lady to [v] 

 

ABDEEIST BEADIEST BEADY, resembling beads [adj] 

ABDEEIST DIABETES metabolic disorder [n DIABETES] 

 

ABDEEKMR BEDMAKER one that makes beds [n -S] 

ABDEEKMR EMBARKED EMBARK, to make start [v] 

 

ABDEELOR ERODABLE erosible (capable of being eroded) [adj] 

ABDEELOR LEEBOARD board attached to sailing vessel to prevent leeway [n -S] 

 

ABDEEMNS BEADSMEN BEADSMAN, one who prays for another [n] 

ABDEEMNS BEDESMAN beadsman (one who prays for another) [n -MEN] 
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ABDEEPRS BEDRAPES BEDRAPE, to drape (to arrange in graceful folds) [v] 

ABDEEPRS BESPREAD to spread over [v BESPREAD, -ING, -S] 

 

ABDEERST BREASTED BREAST, to confront boldly [v] 

ABDEERST DEBATERS DEBATER, one that debates (to argue about) [n] 

 

ABDEESST BASSETED BASSET, to outcrop (to protrude above soil) [v] 

ABDEESST BESTEADS BESTEAD, to help (to give assistance to) [v] 

 

ABDEGINR BEARDING BEARD, to oppose boldly [v] 

ABDEGINR BREADING BREAD, to cover with crumbs of bread (baked foodstuff made from flour) [v] 

 

ABDEGINS BEADINGS BEADING, beaded material [n] 

ABDEGINS DEBASING DEBASE, to lower in character, quality, or value [v] 

 

ABDEGIRS ABRIDGES ABRIDGE, to reduce length of [v] 

ABDEGIRS BRIGADES BRIGADE, to group together [v] 

 

ABDEGNOS BONDAGES BONDAGE, slavery (ownership of one person by another) [n] 

ABDEGNOS DOGBANES DOGBANE, perennial herb [n] 

 

ABDEHORR ABHORRED ABHOR, to loathe (to detest greatly) [v] 

ABDEHORR HARBORED HARBOR, to shelter (to provide cover or protection for) [v] 

 

ABDEHOSW BESHADOW to cast shadow on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABDEHOSW BOWHEADS BOWHEAD, arctic whale [n] 

 

ABDEILMM DIMMABLE capable of being dimmed [adj] 

ABDEILMM IMBALMED IMBALM, to embalm (to treat so as to protect from decay) [v] 

 

ABDEIRSS SEABIRDS SEABIRD, bird frequenting ocean or seacoast [n] 

ABDEIRSS SIDEBARS SIDEBAR, short news story accompanying major story [n] 

 

ABDEIRST REDBAITS REDBAIT, to denounce as Communist [v] 

ABDEIRST TRIBADES TRIBADE, lesbian (female homosexual) [n] 

 

ABDEISSU DISABUSE to free from false or mistaken ideas [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ABDEISSU SUBIDEAS SUBIDEA, inferior idea [n] 

 

ABDENORS BANDORES BANDORE, ancient lute [n] 

ABDENORS BROADENS BROADEN, to make broad [v] 

 

ABDENOTW BEATDOWN crushing defeat [n -S]   

ABDENOTW DOWNBEAT first beat of musical measure [n -S] 
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ABDENRRS BRANDERS BRANDER, one that brands (to mark with hot iron) [n] 

ABDENRRS REBRANDS REBRAND, to change corporate image of company [v] 

 

ABDENRTU BREADNUT tropical fruit [n -S] 

ABDENRTU TURBANED TURBAN, head covering worn by Muslims [adj] 

 

ABDEORRW DRAWBORE hole for joining mortise and tenon [n -S] 

ABDEORRW WARDROBE to provide with collection of garments [v -D, -BING, -S] 

 

ABDEORST BROADEST BROAD, wide (having great extent from side to side) [adj] 

ABDEORST BROASTED BROAST, to broil and roast food [v] 

 

ABDEORTU OBDURATE stubborn (unyielding (not yielding (yield))) [adj] 

ABDEORTU TABOURED TABOUR, to tabor (to beat on small drum) [v] 

 

ABDILLRY BRIDALLY in manner befitting bride [adv] 

ABDILLRY RIBALDLY crudely (unrefined (not refined)) [adv] 

 

ABDNOORS BRADOONS BRADOON, bridoon (device used to control horse) [n] 

ABDNOORS ONBOARDS ONBOARD, to train new worker [v]   

 

ABEEHNSS BANSHEES BANSHEE, female spirit [n] 

ABEEHNSS SHEBEANS SHEBEAN, shebeen (place where liquor is sold illegally) [n] 

 

ABEEILLN LIENABLE capable of being subjected to lien [adj] 

ABEEILLN LINEABLE lying in straight line [adj] 

 

ABEEILLV LEVIABLE liable to be levied [adj] 

ABEEILLV LIVEABLE livable (suitable for living in) [adj] 

 

ABEEILSZ SEIZABLE SEIZE, to take hold of suddenly and forcibly [adj] 

ABEEILSZ SIZEABLE sizable (of considerable size) [adj] 

 

ABEEKPRS BARKEEPS BARKEEP, bartender (one that bartends (to tend barroom)) [n] 

ABEEKPRS PREBAKES PREBAKE, to bake beforehand [v] 

 

ABEELLRS LABELERS LABELER, one that labels (to describe or designate) [n] 

ABEELLRS RELABELS RELABEL, to label again [v] 

 

ABEELMSS ASSEMBLE to come or bring together [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ABEELMSS BEAMLESS having no beam [adj] 

 

ABEELNOP BEANPOLE thin pole [n -S] 

ABEELNOP OPENABLE OPEN, to cause to become open [adj] 
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ABEELSTT SEATBELT arrangement of straps to keep person steady in seat [n -S] 

ABEELSTT TESTABLE TEST, to evaluate by examination [adj] 

 

ABEERRTY BETRAYER one that betrays (to aid enemy of) [n -S] 

ABEERRTY TEABERRY North American shrub [n -RRIES] 

 

ABEERSTT ABETTERS ABETTER, abettor (one that abets (to encourage and support)) [n] 

ABEERSTT BERETTAS BERETTA, biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n] 

 

ABEFILLL FALLIBLE capable of erring [adj]  

ABEFILLL FILLABLE FILL, to put as much as can be held into [adj] 

 

ABEFIORT BIFORATE having two perforations [adj] 

ABEFIORT FIREBOAT boat equipped with fire-fighting apparatus [n -S] 

 

ABEGIKNR BERAKING BERAKE, to rake all over [v] 

ABEGIKNR BREAKING change of pure vowel to diphthong [n -S] / BREAK, to reduce to fragments [v] 

 

ABEGILNS BEALINGS BEALING, beal (infected sore (painful place on body)) [n] 

ABEGILNS SINGABLE SING, to utter with musical inflections of voice [adj] 

 

ABEGILNT BLEATING BLEAT, to utter cry of sheep [v] 

ABEGILNT TANGIBLE something palpable [n -S] 

 

ABEGKORS BROKAGES BROKAGE, business of broker [n] 

ABEGKORS GROSBEAK finch (small bird) [n -S] 

 

ABEGLMRS GAMBLERS GAMBLER, one that gambles (to play game of chance for money or valuables) [n] 

ABEGLMRS GAMBRELS GAMBREL, part of horse's leg [n] 

 

ABEGMNOY BOGEYMAN terrifying creature [n -MEN] 

ABEGMNOY MONEYBAG bag for holding money [n -S] 

 

ABEHILTT HITTABLE capable of being hit [adj] 

ABEHILTT TITHABLE subject to payment of tithes [adj] 

 

ABEHIMOS BOHEMIAS BOHEMIA, community of bohemians [n] 

ABEHIMOS OBEAHISM use of obeah [n -S] 

 

ABEHINSS BANISHES BANISH, to expel (to force out) [v] 

ABEHINSS BANSHIES BANSHIE, banshee (female spirit) [n] 

 

ABEHLRST BLATHERS BLATHER, to talk foolishly [v] 

ABEHLRST HALBERTS HALBERT, halberd (axlike weapon of 15th and 16th centuries) [n] 
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ABEHORRR ABHORRER one that abhors (to loathe (to detest greatly)) [n -S] 

ABEHORRR HARBORER one that harbors (to shelter (to provide cover or protection for)) [n -S] 

 

ABEIILST SIBILATE to hiss (to make sibilant sound) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ABEIILST TIBIALES TIBIALIS, muscle in calf of leg [n] 

 

ABEIKLLM BALMLIKE BALM, fragrant resin [adj] 

ABEIKLLM LAMBLIKE resembling lamb [adj] 

 

ABEIKLLN BALKLINE starting line in track events [n -S] 

ABEIKLLN LINKABLE LINK, to connect (to join together) [adj] 

 

ABEIKLNS BLANKIES BLANKIE, child's blanket (piece of fabric used as cover) [n] 

ABEIKLNS SINKABLE SINK, to move to lower level [adj] 

 

ABEIKNST BEATNIKS BEATNIK, nonconformist [n] 

ABEIKNST SNAKEBIT unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

 

ABEIKRST BARKIEST BARKY, covered with bark (tough outer covering of root or stem) [adj] 

ABEIKRST BRAKIEST BRAKY, abounding in shrubs or ferns [adj] 

 

ABEILLOS ISOLABLE capable of being isolated [adj] 

ABEILLOS LOBELIAS LOBELIA, flowering plant [n] 

 

ABEILLRY BLEARILY BLEARY, dimmed [adv] 

ABEILLRY RELIABLY in manner that can be relied on [adv] 

 

ABEILMNS BAILSMEN BAILSMAN, one who provides security for another [n] 

ABEILMNS BIMENSAL occurring every two months [adj] 

 

ABEILMSS ABLEISMS ABLEISM, prejudice or discrimination against disabled people [n] 

ABEILMSS MISSABLE able to be missed [adj] 

 

ABEILRRW BRAWLIER BRAWLY, inclined to brawl [adj] 

ABEILRRW WARBLIER WARBLY, voiced in trilling or quavering manner [adj] 

 

ABEILRST BLASTIER BLASTY, gusty (blowing in gusts) [adj] 

ABEILRST LIBRATES LIBRATE, to move from side to side [v] 

 

ABEIMRTV AMBIVERT person whose personality type is intermediate between introvert and extravert [n -S] 

ABEIMRTV VERBATIM word for word [adv] 

 

ABEINORS BARONIES BARONY, domain of baron [n] 

ABEINORS SEAROBIN marine fish [n -S] 
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ABEINRST BANISTER handrail (railing used for support) [n -S] 

ABEINRST BARNIEST BARNY, resembling barn in size, shape, or smell [adj] 

 

ABEINRTU BRAUNITE mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ABEINRTU URBANITE one who lives in city [n -S] 

 

ABEINSST BASINETS BASINET, medieval helmet [n] 

ABEINSST BASSINET basket used as baby's crib [n -S] 

 

ABEIRRSS BRASIERS BRASIER, brazier (one who works in brass) [n] 

ABEIRRSS BRASSIER BRASSY, resembling brass [adj] 

 

ABEIRRST ARBITERS ARBITER, one chosen or appointed to judge disputed issue [n] 

ABEIRRST RAREBITS RAREBIT, cheese dish [n] 

 

ABEIRRSZ BIZARRES BIZARRE, strangely striped flower [n] 

ABEIRRSZ BRAZIERS BRAZIER, one who works in brass [n] 

 

ABEIRRTT BIRRETTA biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

ABEIRRTT BRATTIER BRATTY, resembling brat (spoiled child) [adj] 

 

ABEIRSTT BIRETTAS BIRETTA, cap worn by clergymen [n] 

ABEIRSTT BITRATES BITRATE, data transmission speed [n]   

 

ABEIRSTY BESTIARY collection of animal fables [n -RIES] 

ABEIRSTY SYBARITE person devoted to pleasure and luxury [n -S] 

 

ABEKLMOS ABELMOSK tropical herb [n -S] 

ABEKLMOS SMOKABLE SMOKE, to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials) [adj] 

 

ABEKLNST BLANKEST BLANK, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 

ABEKLNST BLANKETS BLANKET, to cover uniformly [v] 

 

ABEKORTU BREAKOUT escape [n -S] 

ABEKORTU OUTBREAK sudden eruption [n -S] 

 

ABELLMRU UMBELLAR UMBEL, type of flower cluster [adj] 

ABELLMRU UMBRELLA to provide with umbrella (portable cover for protection from rain or sun) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ABELLOTY LOBATELY LOBATE, having lobes (rounded, projecting anatomical part) [adv] 

ABELLOTY OBLATELY elliptically (in elliptical manner) [adv] 

 

ABELMNSU ALBUMENS ALBUMEN, white of egg [n] 

ABELMNSU BLUESMAN one who plays blues [n -MEN] 
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ABELMRRS MARBLERS MARBLER, one that marbles (to give mottled appearance to) [n] 

ABELMRRS RAMBLERS RAMBLER, one that rambles (to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [n] 

 

ABELNOST NOTABLES NOTABLE, person of distinction [n] 

ABELNOST STONABLE STONE, to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter) [adj] 

 

ABELNSTU ABLUENTS ABLUENT, cleansing agent [n] 

ABELNSTU UNSTABLE not stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition) [adj -R, -ST] 

 

ABELORRU LABOURER laborer (one that labors (to work)) [n -S] 

ABELORRU RUBEOLAR RUBEOLA, virus disease [adj] 

 

ABELORSU ROUSABLE ROUSE, to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity [adj] 

ABELORSU RUBEOLAS RUBEOLA, virus disease [n] 

 

ABELRRSW BRAWLERS BRAWLER, fighter (one that fights (to attempt to defeat adversary)) [n] 

ABELRRSW WARBLERS WARBLER, one that warbles (to sing with melodic embellishments) [n] 

 

ABELRSST BLASTERS BLASTER, one that blasts (to use explosive) [n] 

ABELRSST STABLERS STABLER, one that keeps stable [n] 

 

ABELRSTU BALUSTER railing support [n -S] 

ABELRSTU RUSTABLE RUST, to form rust (reddish coating that forms on iron) [adj] 

 

ABENNOTU BUTANONE flammable ketone [n -S] 

ABENNOTU NANOTUBE microscopic tube [n -S] 

 

ABEORRST ABORTERS ABORTER, one that aborts (to bring forth fetus prematurely) [n] 

ABEORRST TABORERS TABORER, one that tabors (to beat on small drum) [n] 

 

ABEORSST BOASTERS BOASTER, one that boasts (to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds)) [n] 

ABEORSST SORBATES SORBATE, sorbed substance [n] 

 

ABEORSTT ABETTORS ABETTOR, one that abets (to encourage and support) [n] 

ABEORSTT TABORETS TABORET, small drum [n] 

 

ABEORTTU OBTURATE to close or stop up [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ABEORTTU TABOURET taboret (small drum) [n -S] 

 

ABERSSSU RUBASSES RUBASSE, variety of quartz [n] 

ABERSSSU SURBASES SURBASE, molding or border above base of structure [n] 

 

ABFLOSTU BOASTFUL given to boasting [adj] 

ABFLOSTU BOATFULS BOATFUL, as much as boat can hold [n] 
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ABGILMNR MARBLING intermixture of fat and lean in meat [n -S] / MARBLE, to give mottled appearance to [v] 

ABGILMNR RAMBLING RAMBLE, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

 

ABGILNRW BRAWLING BRAWL, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

ABGILNRW WARBLING WARBLE, to sing with melodic embellishments [v] 

 

ABGILNTT BATTLING BATTLE, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

ABGILNTT BLATTING BLAT, to bleat (to utter cry of sheep) [v] 

 

ABGINOST BOASTING BOAST, to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds) [v] 

ABGINOST BOATINGS BOATING, sport of traveling by boat [n] 

 

ABHIINRS BAIRNISH BAIRN, child (young person) [adj] 

ABHIINRS BRAINISH impetuous [adj] 

 

ABIILMNS ALBINISM condition of being albino [n -S] 

ABIILMNS MINILABS MINILAB, retail outlet offering rapid on-site film development [n] 

 

ABIIMNRS BINARISM mode of thought based on oppositions [n -S] 

ABIIMNRS MINIBARS MINIBAR, small refrigerator stocked with beverages [n] 

 

ABIKLMNS LAMBKINS LAMBKIN, small lamb [n] 

ABIKLMNS LAMBSKIN skin of lamb [n -S] 

 

ABIKLOSS KOLBASIS KOLBASI, kielbasa (smoked sausage) [n] 

ABIKLOSS KOLBASSI kielbasa (smoked sausage) [n -S] 

 

ABIKRSTZ BRITZKAS BRITZKA, britska (open carriage) [n] 

ABIKRSTZ BRITZSKA britska (open carriage) [n -S] 

 

ABILNOTU ABLUTION washing (articles washed or to be washed) [n -S] 

ABILNOTU ABUTILON flowering plant [n -S] 

 

ABILNRTU TRIBUNAL court of justice [n -S] 

ABILNRTU TURBINAL bone of nasal passage [n -S] 

 

ABILORST ORBITALS ORBITAL, subdivision of nuclear shell [n] 

ABILORST STROBILA entire body of tapeworm [n -E] 

 

ABILOSTU BAILOUTS BAILOUT, act of parachuting from aircraft [n] 

ABILOSTU TABOULIS TABOULI, Lebanese salad containing bulgur wheat, tomatoes, parsley, onions, and mint [n] 

 

ABINORST SORBITAN chemical compound [n -S] 

ABINORST TABORINS TABORIN, taborine (taboret (small drum)) [n] 
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ABINOSST ANTIBOSS opposed to bosses [adj] 

ABINOSST BASTIONS BASTION, fortified place [n] 

 

ABLMNRUU ALBURNUM sapwood (newly formed outer wood of tree) [n -S] 

ABLMNRUU LABURNUM ornamental tree [n -S] 

 

ABLOORST BARSTOOL stool in barroom [n -S] 

ABLOORST TOOLBARS TOOLBAR, row of icons on computer screen that activate functions [n] 

 

ACCDESUU CADUCEUS heraldic wand or staff [n -EI] 

ACCDESUU CAUCUSED CAUCUS, to hold political meeting [v] 

 

ACCDINOR CANCROID skin cancer [n -S] 

ACCDINOR DRACONIC pertaining to dragon (mythical monster resembling serpent) [adj] 

 

ACCEELNR CANCELER one that cancels (to annul (to make or declare void or invalid)) [n -S] 

ACCEELNR CLARENCE closed carriage [n -S] 

 

ACCEEPRT ACCEPTER one that accepts (to receive willingly) [n -S] 

ACCEEPRT REACCEPT to accept again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACCEHHKT CHATCHKE chatchka (knickknack) [n -S] 

ACCEHHKT HATCHECK room for temporary keeping of hats [n -S] 

 

ACCEHIKP CHICKPEA Asian herb [n -S] 

ACCEHIKP PEACHICK young peafowl [n -S] 

 

ACCEHILM ALCHEMIC ALCHEMY, medieval form of chemistry [adj] 

ACCEHILM CHEMICAL substance obtained by process of chemistry [n -S] 

 

ACCEHILS CALICHES CALICHE, mineral deposit [n] 

ACCEHILS CHALICES CHALICE, drinking cup [n] 

 

ACCEHINR CHANCIER CHANCY, risky (dangerous) [adj] 

ACCEHINR CHICANER one that chicanes (to trick by clever ruse) [n -S] 

 

ACCEHINT ATECHNIC lacking technical knowledge [adj] 

ACCEHINT CATECHIN chemical used in dyeing [n -S] 

 

ACCEHORS CAROCHES CAROCH, caroche (stately carriage) [n] / CAROCHE [n] 

ACCEHORS COACHERS COACHER, one that coaches (to tutor or train) [n] 

 

ACCEHRST CATCHERS CATCHER, one that catches (to capture after pursuit) [n] 

ACCEHRST CRATCHES CRATCH, manger (trough or box from which horses or cattle eat) [n] 
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ACCEILNS CALCINES CALCINE, to reduce to calx by heat [v] 

ACCEILNS SCENICAL pertaining to scenery (picturesque landscape or view) [adj] 

 

ACCEILOS CALICOES CALICO, cotton fabric [n] 

ACCEILOS COELIACS COELIAC, celiac (one that has chronic nutritional disturbance) [n] 

 

ACCEIRSU CAESURIC CAESURA, pause in line of verse [adj] 

ACCEIRSU CURACIES CURACY, office of curate [n] 

 

ACCENOST COENACTS COENACT, to enact jointly or at same time [v] 

ACCENOST COSECANT trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

 

ACCGIKLN CACKLING CACKLE, to make sound of hen [v] 

ACCGIKLN CLACKING CLACK, to make abrupt, dry sound [v] 

 

ACCHIORT THORACIC THORAX, part of body between neck and abdomen [adj] 

ACCHIORT TROCHAIC trochee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

 

ACCHNOOR COANCHOR to present televised news reports jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACCHNOOR CORONACH dirge (funeral song) [n -S] 

 

ACCIINOT ACONITIC ACONITE, poisonous herb [adj] 

ACCIINOT CATIONIC CATION, positively charged ion [adj] 

 

ACCINORT CRATONIC CRATON, part of earth's crust [adj] 

ACCINORT NARCOTIC drug that dulls senses [n -S] 

 

ACCKOSSS CASSOCKS CASSOCK, long garment worn by clergymen [n] 

ACCKOSSS COSSACKS COSSACK, Russian cavalryman [n] 

 

ACDDEENT DECADENT one in state of mental or moral decay [n -S] 

ACDDEENT DECANTED DECANT, to pour from one container into another [v] 

 

ACDDEINR CANDIDER CANDID, frank and sincere [adj] 

ACDDEINR RIDDANCE deliverance [n -S] 

 

ACDDEISS CADDISES CADDIS, coarse woolen fabric [n] 

ACDDEISS DISCASED DISCASE, to remove case of [v] 

 

ACDDERSU ADDUCERS ADDUCER, one that adduces (to bring forward as evidence) [n] 

ACDDERSU CRUSADED CRUSADE, to engage in holy war [v] 

 

ACDDHKOS HADDOCKS HADDOCK, food fish [n] 

ACDDHKOS SHADDOCK citrus fruit [n -S] 
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ACDEEESS DECEASES DECEASE, to die (to cease living) [v] 

ACDEEESS SEEDCASE pericarp (wall of ripened plant ovary or fruit) [n -S] 

 

ACDEEHNS ENCASHED ENCASH, to cash (to convert into cash (ready money)) [v] 

ACDEEHNS ENCHASED ENCHASE, to place in ornamental setting [v] 

 

ACDEEHRT DETACHER one that detaches (to unfasten and separate) [n -S] 

ACDEEHRT RACHETED RACHET, ratchet (to increase or decrease by small amounts) [v] 

 

ACDEEHST DETACHES DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v] 

ACDEEHST SACHETED SACHET, small bag containing perfumed powder [adj] 

 

ACDEEIMR CERAMIDE any of various lipids [n -S] 

ACDEEIMR MEDICARE type of governmental health program [n -S] 

 

ACDEEIMT DECIMATE to destroy large part of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACDEEIMT MEDICATE to treat with medicine [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

ACDEEINN DECENNIA decades (period of ten years) [n DECENNIA] 

ACDEEINN ENNEADIC ENNEAD, group of nine [adj] 

 

ACDEEKRT RACKETED RACKET, to make loud noise [v] 

ACDEEKRT RETACKED RETACK, to tack again [v] 

 

ACDEELLR CELLARED CELLAR, to store in underground room [v] 

ACDEELLR RECALLED RECALL, to call back [v] 

 

ACDEELOR COLEADER one that coleads (to lead jointly) [n -S] 

ACDEELOR RECOALED RECOAL, to coal again [v] 

 

ACDEELPR PARCELED PARCEL, to divide into parts or shares [v] 

ACDEELPR REPLACED REPLACE, to take place of [v] 

 

ACDEELRS DECLARES DECLARE, to make known clearly [v] 

ACDEELRS RESCALED RESCALE, to plan on new scale [v] 

 

ACDEELSS DECLASSE lowered in status [adj] 

ACDEELSS DESCALES DESCALE, to remove scales from [v] 

 

ACDEENRS ASCENDER one that ascends (to go or move upward) [n -S] 

ACDEENRS REASCEND to ascend again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACDEENRV CAVERNED CAVERN, to hollow out [v] 

ACDEENRV CRAVENED CRAVEN, to make cowardly [v] 
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ACDEEORT DECORATE to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACDEEORT RECOATED RECOAT, to coat again [v] 

 

ACDEEPRS ESCARPED ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v] 

ACDEEPRS RESPACED RESPACE, to space again [v] 

 

ACDEEPRT CARPETED CARPET, to cover floor with heavy fabric [v] 

ACDEEPRT PREACTED PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

 

ACDEERRS SACREDER SACRED, holy (having divine nature or origin) [adj] 

ACDEERRS SCAREDER SCARED, afraid (filled with apprehension) [adj] 

 

ACDEGIMR DECIGRAM one tenth of gram [n -S] 

ACDEGIMR GRIMACED GRIMACE, to contort facial features [v] 

 

ACDEHHTT DETHATCH to remove thatch from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ACDEHHTT THATCHED THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] 

 

ACDEHNST SNATCHED SNATCH, to seize suddenly [v] 

ACDEHNST STANCHED STANCH, to stop flow of blood from [v] 

 

ACDEIITV CAVITIED CAVITY, unfilled space within mass [adj] 

ACDEIITV VATICIDE killing of prophet [n -S] 

 

ACDEILRT ARTICLED ARTICLE, to charge with specific offenses [v] 

ACDEILRT LACERTID type of lizard (any of suborder of reptiles) [n -S] 

 

ACDEILST CITADELS CITADEL, fortress or stronghold [n] 

ACDEILST DIALECTS DIALECT, regional variety of language [n] 

 

ACDEIMOR COADMIRE to admire together [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ACDEIMOR RACEMOID pertaining to raceme (mode of arrangement of flowers along axis) [adj] 

 

ACDEINOS CODEINAS CODEINA, codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

ACDEINOS DIOCESAN bishop [n -S] 

 

ACDEINOT ACTIONED ACTION, to bring lawsuit against [v] 

ACDEINOT CATENOID geometric surface [n -S] 

 

ACDEINST DANCIEST DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] 

ACDEINST DISTANCE to leave behind [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

ACDELLOR CAROLLED CAROL, to sing joyously [v] 

ACDELLOR COLLARED COLLAR, to provide with collar (something worn around neck) [v] 
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ACDELNOR COLANDER kitchen utensil for draining off liquids [n -S] 

ACDELNOR CONELRAD system of defense in event of air attack [n -S] 

 

ACDELPSU CAPSULED CAPSULE, to condense into brief form [v] 

ACDELPSU UPSCALED UPSCALE, to make appealing to affluent consumers [v] 

 

ACDEMOPR COMPADRE close friend [n -S] 

ACDEMOPR COMPARED COMPARE, to represent as similar [v] 

 

ACDEMORS COMRADES COMRADE, close friend [n] 

ACDEMORS MERCADOS MERCADO, market [n] 

 

ACDENNNO CANNONED CANNON, to fire cannon (heavy firearm) [v] 

ACDENNNO NONDANCE unrhythmic dance [n -S] 

 

ACDENORT CARTONED CARTON, to pack in cardboard box [v] 

ACDENORT NOTECARD card used for sending short messages [n -S] 

 

ACDENORY CRAYONED CRAYON, to use drawing implement [v] 

ACDENORY DEACONRY clerical office [n -RIES] 

 

ACDENOST ENDOCAST cast of cranial cavity [n -S] 

ACDENOST TACNODES TACNODE, point of contact between two curves [n] 

 

ACDENOTU OUTDANCE to surpass in dancing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ACDENOTU UNCOATED not coated (to cover with coat (outer garment)) [adj] 

 

ACDGHOTW DOGWATCH short period of watch duty on ship [n -ES] 

ACDGHOTW WATCHDOG to act as guardian for [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

 

ACDHLNOR CHALDRON unit of dry measure [n -S] 

ACDHLNOR CHLORDAN toxic compound of chlorine [n -S] 

 

ACDIINOT ACTINOID actinide (any of series of radioactive elements) [n -S] 

ACDIINOT DIATONIC pertaining to type of musical scale [adj] 

 

ACDILNOT ANTICOLD effective against common cold [adj] 

ACDILNOT DALTONIC pertaining to form of color blindness [adj] 

 

ACDIMNOO CODOMAIN mathematical set [n -S] 

ACDIMNOO MONOACID type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

 

ACDIOPRS PICADORS PICADOR, horseman in bullfight [n] 

ACDIOPRS SPORADIC occurring at irregular intervals [adj] 
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ACDLNORU CAULDRON caldron (large kettle or boiler) [n -S] 

ACDLNORU CRUNODAL CRUNODE, point at which curve crosses itself [adj] 

 

ACDMNORY DORMANCY state of being dormant (lying asleep) [n -CIES] 

ACDMNORY MORDANCY sarcastic quality [n -CIES] 

 

ACEEFINS FAIENCES FAIENCE, variety of glazed pottery [n] 

ACEEFINS FIANCEES FIANCEE, woman engaged to be married [n] 

 

ACEEFPRT PERFECTA system of betting [n -S] 

ACEEFPRT PRAEFECT prefect (ancient Roman official) [n -S] 

 

ACEEGILS ELEGIACS ELEGIAC, type of verse [n] 

ACEEGILS LEGACIES LEGACY, something bequeathed [n] 

 

ACEEHIRT AETHERIC AETHER, upper region of atmosphere [adj] 

ACEEHIRT HETAERIC HETAERA, concubine [adj] 

 

ACEEHIRV ACHIEVER one that achieves (to carry out successfully) [n -S] 

ACEEHIRV CHIVAREE to perform mock serenade [v -D, -ING, -S] 

 

ACEEHNSS ENCASHES ENCASH, to cash (to convert into cash (ready money)) [v] 

ACEEHNSS ENCHASES ENCHASE, to place in ornamental setting [v] 

 

ACEEHPRS PEACHERS PEACHER, one that peaches (to inform against someone) [n] 

ACEEHPRS PREACHES PREACH, to advocate or recommend urgently [v] 

 

ACEEHPST CHEAPEST CHEAP, inexpensive [adj] 

ACEEHPST TEPACHES TEPACHE, Mexican drink made with pineapple, brown sugar, and water [n] 

 

ACEEHRTT CATHETER medical instrument [n -S] 

ACEEHRTT CHARETTE meeting for brainstorming [n -S] 

 

ACEEILPS CALIPEES CALIPEE, edible part of turtle [n] 

ACEEILPS ESPECIAL special (of distinct kind or character) [adj] 

 

ACEEIRTV CREATIVE one who has ability to create [n -S] 

ACEEIRTV REACTIVE tending to react [adj] 

 

ACEELLRR CELLARER steward of monastery [n -S] 

ACEELLRR RECALLER one that recalls (to call back) [n -S] 

 

ACEELNSS CLEANSES CLEANSE, to clean (to rid of dirt or stain) [v] 

ACEELNSS SCALENES SCALENE, triangle having no two sides equal [n] 
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ACEELNSV ENCLAVES ENCLAVE, to enclose within foreign territory [v] 

ACEELNSV VALENCES VALENCE, degree of combining power of element or radical [n] 

 

ACEELOPS ESCALOPE thin slice of meat or fish [n -S] 

ACEELOPS OPALESCE to emit iridescent shimmer of colors [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

ACEELORT CORELATE to place into mutual or reciprocal relation [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACEELORT RELOCATE to establish in new place [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

ACEELPRR PRECLEAR to clear beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACEELPRR REPLACER one that replaces (to take place of) [n -S] 

 

ACEELPRS PERCALES PERCALE, cotton fabric [n] 

ACEELPRS REPLACES REPLACE, to take place of [v] 

 

ACEELRSS CARELESS inattentive; negligent [adj] 

ACEELRSS RESCALES RESCALE, to plan on new scale [v] 

 

ACEELRST CLEAREST CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] 

ACEELRST TREACLES TREACLE, molasses (thick syrup) [n] 

 

ACEELRSV CERVELAS cervelat (smoked sausage) [n -ES] 

ACEELRSV CLEAVERS CLEAVER, heavy knife [n] 

 

ACEENOST ACETONES ACETONE, flammable liquid [n] 

ACEENOST NOTECASE billfold (wallet (flat folding case)) [n -S] 

 

ACEENRRT RECANTER one that recants (to make formal retraction or disavowal of) [n -S] 

ACEENRRT RECREANT coward (one who lacks courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n -S] 

 

ACEEPSTT PECTATES PECTATE, chemical salt [n] 

ACEEPSTT SPECTATE to attend and view [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

ACEERRSS CARESSER one that caresses (to touch lovingly) [n -S] 

ACEERRSS CREASERS CREASER, one that creases (to make fold or wrinkle in) [n] 

 

ACEERSST CATERESS woman who caters [n -ES] 

ACEERSST CERASTES venomous snake [n CERASTES] 

 

ACEESSTT CASETTES CASETTE, cassette (small case containing audiotape or videotape) [n] 

ACEESSTT CASSETTE small case containing audiotape or videotape [n -S] 

 

ACEFINRS FANCIERS FANCIER, one that has special liking for something [n] 

ACEFINRS FRANCISE to francize (to force to adopt French customs and language) [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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ACEFLNOT CONFLATE to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACEFLNOT FALCONET small falcon [n -S] 

 

ACEFRRST CRAFTERS CRAFTER, one that crafts (to make by hand) [n] 

ACEFRRST REFRACTS REFRACT, to deflect in particular manner, as ray of light [v] 

 

ACEFRRSU FARCEURS FARCEUR, joker (one that jokes (to say something amusing)) [n] 

ACEFRRSU SURFACER one that surfaces (to apply outer layer to) [n -S] 

 

ACEFRSTU FACTURES FACTURE, act of making something [n] 

ACEFRSTU FURCATES FURCATE, to divide into branches [v] 

 

ACEGGILN CAGELING caged bird [n -S] 

ACEGGILN GLACEING GLACE, to cover with icing [v] 

 

ACEGHILT LICHGATE lychgate (roofed gateway to churchyard) [n -S] 

ACEGHILT TEIGLACH confection consisting of balls of dough boiled in honey [n TEIGLACH] 

 

ACEGHINT CHEATING CHEAT, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

ACEGHINT TEACHING doctrine (belief or set of beliefs taught or advocated) [n -S] / TEACH, to impart knowledge or skill to [v] 

 

ACEGILNN CLEANING act of ridding of dirt or stain [n -S] / CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v] 

ACEGILNN ENLACING ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

 

ACEGILNR CLEARING open space [n -S] / CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v] 

ACEGILNR RELACING RELACE, to lace again [v] 

 

ACEGILRS GLACIERS GLACIER, huge mass of ice [n] 

ACEGILRS GRACILES GRACILIS, thigh muscle [n] 

 

ACEGLNRS CLANGERS CLANGER, blunder [n] 

ACEGLNRS GLANCERS GLANCER, one that glances (to look quickly) [n] 

 

ACEGNOST COAGENTS COAGENT, person, force, or other agent working together with another [n] 

ACEGNOST COGNATES COGNATE, one that is related to another [n] 

 

ACEGORSS CORSAGES CORSAGE, small bouquet of flowers [n] 

ACEGORSS SOCAGERS SOCAGER, tenant by socage [n] 

 

ACEHHRTY HATCHERY place for hatching eggs [n -RIES] 

ACEHHRTY THEARCHY rule by god [n -HIES] 

 

ACEHHSTT HATCHETS HATCHET, small ax [n] 

ACEHHSTT THATCHES THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] 
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ACEHIKLR CHALKIER CHALKY, resembling chalk [adj] 

ACEHIKLR HACKLIER HACKLY, jagged (having sharply uneven edge or surface) [adj] 

 

ACEHILNT CHATLINE telephone service that allows conversation among several callers [n -S] 

ACEHILNT ETHNICAL ETHNIC, member of particular ethnos [adj] 

 

ACEHILTT ATHLETIC ATHLETE, one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility [adj] 

ACEHILTT THETICAL thetic (arbitrary (based on random choice or personal whim, rather than any reason or system)) [adj] 

 

ACEHIMPT EMPATHIC EMPATHY, imaginative identification with another's thoughts and feelings [adj] 

ACEHIMPT EMPHATIC strongly expressive [adj] 

 

ACEHIMRS CHIMERAS CHIMERA, imaginary monster [n] 

ACEHIMRS MARCHESI MARCHESE, MARCHESA, wife or widow of marchese [n] 

 

ACEHINST ASTHENIC slender, lightly muscled person [n -S] 

ACEHINST CHANTIES CHANTY, chantey (sailor's song) [n] 

 

ACEHIRSS CASHIERS CASHIER, to dismiss in disgrace [v] 

ACEHIRSS RACHISES RACHIS, spinal column [n] 

 

ACEHIRST CHARIEST CHARY, cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger) [adj] 

ACEHIRST THERIACS THERIAC, molasses (thick syrup) [n] 

 

ACEHIRTT CHATTIER CHATTY, talkative [adj] 

ACEHIRTT THEATRIC THEATER, building for dramatic presentations [adj] 

 

ACEHKLRS HACKLERS HACKLER, one that hackles (to hack (to cut or chop roughly)) [n] 

ACEHKLRS SHACKLER one that shackles (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [n -S] 

 

ACEHLNRU LAUNCHER launching device [n -S] 

ACEHLNRU RELAUNCH to launch again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

ACEHLORS CHOLERAS CHOLERA, acute disease [n] 

ACEHLORS CHORALES CHORALE, hymn that is sung in unison [n] 

 

ACEHLOST CHOLATES CHOLATE, chemical salt [n] 

ACEHLOST ESCHALOT shallot (plant resembling onion) [n -S] 

 

ACEHLSST SATCHELS SATCHEL, small carrying bag [n] 

ACEHLSST SLATCHES SLATCH, calm between breaking waves [n] 

 

ACEHLSTT CHATTELS CHATTEL, slave [n] 

ACEHLSTT LATCHETS LATCHET, thong used to fasten shoe [n] 
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ACEHMRRS CHARMERS CHARMER, one that charms (to attract irresistibly) [n] 

ACEHMRRS MARCHERS MARCHER, one that marches (to walk in formal military manner) [n] 

 

ACEHNOPR CANEPHOR Greek maiden bearing basket on her head [n -S] 

ACEHNOPR CHAPERON to chaperone (to escort to maintain propriety) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

 

ACEHNSTU NAUTCHES NAUTCH, dancing exhibition in India [n] 

ACEHNSTU UNCHASTE not chaste (morally pure) [adj -R, -ST] 

 

ACEHOSTU CATHOUSE brothel (house of prostitution) [n -S] 

ACEHOSTU SOUTACHE flat, narrow braid [n -S] 

 

ACEHPRST CHAPTERS CHAPTER, to divide book into chapters (main sections) [v] 

ACEHPRST PATCHERS PATCHER, one that patches (to mend or cover hole or weak spot in) [n] 

 

ACEHRSTT CHATTERS CHATTER, to talk rapidly and trivially [v] 

ACEHRSTT RATCHETS RATCHET, to increase or decrease by small amounts [v] 

 

ACEHRTTY CHATTERY CHATTER, to talk rapidly and trivially [adj] 

ACEHRTTY TRACHYTE light-colored igneous rock [n -S] 

 

ACEIILST CILIATES CILIATE, one of class of ciliated protozoans [n] 

ACEIILST SILICATE chemical salt [n -S] 

 

ACEIKLLM CLAMLIKE resembling clam [adj] 

ACEIKLLM MILLCAKE residue from pressed linseed [n -S] 

 

ACEILLMR MICELLAR MICELLE, coherent strand or structure in fiber [adj] 

ACEILLMR MILLRACE current of water that drives mill wheel [n -S] 

 

ACEILLOT LOCALITE resident of locality [n -S] 

ACEILLOT TEOCALLI Aztec temple [n -S] 

 

ACEILMSX CLIMAXES CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v] 

ACEILMSX EXCLAIMS EXCLAIM, to cry out suddenly [v] 

 

ACEILNRS CARLINES CARLINE, carling (beam supporting ship's deck) [n] 

ACEILNRS LANCIERS French dance [n -S] 

 

ACEILNSS LACINESS quality of being lacy (resembling lacework (delicate openwork fabric)) [n -ES] 

ACEILNSS SANICLES SANICLE, medicinal herb [n] 

 

ACEILORS CALORIES CALORIE, unit of heat [n] / CALORY [n] 

ACEILORS CARIOLES CARIOLE, small, open carriage [n] 
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ACEILORT EROTICAL EROTIC, amatory poem [adj] 

ACEILORT LORICATE animal having lorica [n -S] 

 

ACEILOST COALIEST COALY, containing coal [adj] 

ACEILOST SOCIETAL SOCIETY, organized group of persons [adj] 

 

ACEILPRT PARTICLE very small piece or part [n -S] 

ACEILPRT PRELATIC PRELATE, high-ranking clergyman [adj] 

 

ACEILPSS SLIPCASE  protective box for book [n -S] 

ACEILPSS SPECIALS SPECIAL, special person or thing [n] 

 

ACEILPST SEPTICAL SEPTIC, agent producing sepsis [adj] 

ACEILPST TIECLASP clasp for securing necktie [n -S] 

 

ACEILSST ELASTICS ELASTIC, stretchable material [n] 

ACEILSST SCALIEST SCALY, peeling off in flakes [adj] 

 

ACEILSTT LATTICES LATTICE, to form structure consisting of interlaced strips of material [v] 

ACEILSTT TALCIEST TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

 

ACEIMNRS CARMINES CARMINE, vivid red color [n] 

ACEIMNRS CREMAINS ashes of cremated body [n CREMAINS] 

 

ACEIMOTZ AZOTEMIC AZOTEMIA, excess of nitrogenous substances in blood [adj] 

ACEIMOTZ METAZOIC METAZOAN, any of major division of multicellular animals [adj] 

 

ACEIMPRS PARECISM state of having male and female sexual organs beside or near each other [n -S] 

ACEIMPRS SAPREMIC SAPREMIA, form of blood poisoning [adj] 

 

ACEIMPST CAMPIEST CAMPY, comically exaggerated [adj] 

ACEIMPST CAMPSITE area suitable for camping [n -S] 

 

ACEINNRS CRANNIES CRANNY, crevice (cleft) [n] 

ACEINNRS NARCEINS NARCEIN, narceine (opium derivative) [n] 

 

ACEINOPS CANOPIES CANOPY, to cover from above [v] 

ACEINOPS CAPONISE to caponize (to geld rooster) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

ACEINOTV CONATIVE CONATION, inclination to act purposefully [adj] 

ACEINOTV INVOCATE to invoke (to appeal to for aid) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

ACEINSST CINEASTS CINEAST, devotee of motion pictures [n] 

ACEINSST SCANTIES brief panties for women [n SCANTIES] 
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ACEIORSV COVARIES COVARY, to exhibit variation of two or more variables [v] 

ACEIORSV VARICOSE abnormally swollen or dilated [adj] 

 

ACEIPPRR CRAPPIER CRAPPY, markedly inferior in quality [adj] 

ACEIPPRR PERICARP wall of ripened plant ovary or fruit [n -S] 

 

ACEIPPRS CRAPPIES CRAPPIE, edible fish [n] 

ACEIPPRS EPICARPS EPICARP, outer layer of pericarp [n] 

 

ACEIPSST ESCAPIST one given to escapism [n -S] 

ACEIPSST SPACIEST SPACEY, weird in behavior [adj] / SPACY [adj] 

 

ACEIRRRS CARRIERS CARRIER, one that carries (to convey from one place to another) [n] 

ACEIRRRS SCARRIER SCARRY, marked with scars [adj] 

 

ACEIRRSW AIRCREWS AIRCREW, crew of aircraft [n] 

ACEIRRSW AIRSCREW airplane propeller [n -S] 

 

ACEISSTU SAUCIEST SAUCY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

ACEISSTU SUITCASE flat, rectangular piece of luggage [n -S] 

 

ACEKLSST SLACKEST SLACK, not tight or taut [adj] 

ACEKLSST TACKLESS having no tacks [adj] 

 

ACEKRRST RETRACKS RETRACK, to track again [v] 

ACEKRRST TRACKERS TRACKER, one that tracks (to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle) [n] 

 

ACEKRSST RESTACKS RESTACK, to stack again [v] 

ACEKRSST STACKERS STACKER, one that stacks (to pile (to lay one upon other)) [n] 

 

ACELLOPS COLLAPSE to crumble suddenly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ACELLOPS ESCALLOP to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACELLORV COVERALL one-piece work garment [n -S] 

ACELLORV OVERCALL to overbid (to bid higher than) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACELLOSS CALLOSES CALLOSE, part of plant cell wall [n] 

ACELLOSS COALLESS lacking coal [adj] 

 

ACELMNOR AMELCORN variety of wheat [n -S] 

ACELMNOR CORNMEAL meal made from corn [n -S] 

 

ACELMSTU CALUMETS CALUMET, ceremonial pipe [n] 

ACELMSTU MUSCATEL wine made from muscat grapes [n -S] 
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ACELNPSS ENCLASPS ENCLASP, to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v] 

ACELNPSS SPANCELS SPANCEL, to bind or fetter with rope [v] 

 

ACELOPTU COPULATE to engage in coitus [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACELOPTU OUTPLACE to discontinue employment of [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

ACELORSY CALOYERS CALOYER, monk of Eastern Church [n] 

ACELORSY COARSELY COARSE, rough (having uneven surface) [adv] 

 

ACELOSST COATLESS lacking coat [adj] 

ACELOSST LACTOSES LACTOSE, lactic sugar [n] 

 

ACELPPRS CLAPPERS CLAPPER, one that claps (to strike one palm against other) [n] 

ACELPPRS SCRAPPLE seasoned mixture of ground meat and cornmeal [n -S] 

 

ACELPRST SCEPTRAL pertaining to royal authority [adj] 

ACELPRST SPECTRAL resembling specter (visible disembodied spirit) [adj] 

 

ACELQRSU CLAQUERS CLAQUER, claqueur (member of claque) [n] 

ACELQRSU LACQUERS LACQUER, to coat with glossy substance [v] 

 

ACELRRSW CRAWLERS CRAWLER, one that crawls (to move with body on or near ground) [n] 

ACELRRSW SCRAWLER one that scrawls (to write hastily or illegibly) [n -S] 

 

ACELRSSS CLASSERS CLASSER, one that classes (to classify (to arrange according to characteristics)) [n] 

ACELRSSS SCARLESS having no scars [adj] 

 

ACELRSSU RECUSALS RECUSAL, act of recusing (to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case) [n] 

ACELRSSU SECULARS SECULAR, layman (member of laity) [n] 

 

ACENNOSS CANONESS woman who lives according to canon [n -ES] 

ACENNOSS SONANCES SONANCE, sound [n] 

 

ACENOPRT COPARENT to share in custody of one's child [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACENOPRT PORTANCE demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself) [n -S] 

 

ACENOPST CAPSTONE top stone of structure [n -S] 

ACENOPST OPENCAST worked from surface open to air [adj] 

 

ACENORSS COARSENS COARSEN, to make coarse [v] 

ACENORSS NARCOSES NARCOSIS, drug-induced stupor [n] 

 

ACENORST ANCESTOR to be ancestor (person from whom one is descended) of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACENORST ENACTORS ENACTOR, one that enacts (to make into law) [n] 
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ACENORTU COURANTE old, lively dance [n -S] 

ACENORTU OUTRANCE last extremity [n -S] 

 

ACENSSTU CANTUSES CANTUS, style of church music [n] 

ACENSSTU NUTCASES NUTCASE, crazy person [n] 

 

ACEOORTV EVOCATOR one that evokes (to call forth) [n -S] 

ACEOORTV OVERCOAT warm coat worn over indoor clothing [n -S] 

 

ACEOPSTU OUTPACES OUTPACE, to surpass in speed [v] 

ACEOPSTU SAUCEPOT deep cooking pot with two handles [n -S] 

 

ACEORRST CREATORS CREATOR, one that creates (to cause to exist) [n] 

ACEORRST REACTORS REACTOR, one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n] 

 

ACEORSST COARSEST COARSE, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

ACEORSST COASTERS COASTER, sled [n] 

 

ACEORSTV OVERACTS OVERACT, to act with exaggeration [v] 

ACEORSTV OVERCAST to become cloudy or dark [v OVERCAST, -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACEPPRRS CRAPPERS CRAPPER, offensive word [n] 

ACEPPRRS SCRAPPER fighter (one that fights (to attempt to defeat adversary)) [n -S] 

 

ACEPRRSS SCARPERS SCARPER, to flee (to run away) [v] 

ACEPRRSS SCRAPERS SCRAPER, one that scrapes (to rub so as to remove outer layer) [n] 

 

ACFFOSST CASTOFFS CASTOFF, discarded person or thing [n] 

ACFFOSST OFFCASTS OFFCAST, castoff (discarded person or thing) [n] 

 

ACFINRST INFARCTS INFARCT, area of dead or dying tissue [n] 

ACFINRST INFRACTS INFRACT, to break legal rule [v] 

 

ACFKLSSU SACKFULS SACKFUL, as much as sack can hold [n] 

ACFKLSSU SACKSFUL SACKFUL, as much as sack can hold [n] 

 

ACGGILNN CLANGING CLANG, to ring loudly [v] 

ACGGILNN GLANCING GLANCE, to look quickly [v] 

 

ACGHIKLN CHALKING CHALK, to mark with chalk (soft limestone) [v] 

ACGHIKLN HACKLING HACKLE, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

 

ACGHIKNS HACKINGS HACKING, activity of riding horse for pleasure [n] 

ACGHIKNS SHACKING SHACK, to live or dwell [v] 
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ACGHIMNR CHARMING pleasing [adj -ER, -EST] / CHARM, to attract irresistibly [v] 

ACGHIMNR MARCHING MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

 

ACGHINPT NIGHTCAP cap worn to bed [n -S] 

ACGHINPT PATCHING PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in [v] 

 

ACGIKLNS CALKINGS CALKING, material used to calk [n] 

ACGIKLNS SLACKING SLACK, to slacken (to make less tight or taut) [v] 

 

ACGIKLNT TACKLING equipment [n -S] / TACKLE, to seize and throw to ground [v] 

ACGIKLNT TALCKING TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [v] 

 

ACGILNSS CLASSING CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

ACGILNSS SCALINGS SCALING, formation of scales on skin [n] 

 

ACGILNST CASTLING certain move in chess [n -S] / CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] 

ACGILNST CATLINGS CATLING, surgical knife [n] 

 

ACGIMNPS CAMPINGS CAMPING, act of living outdoors [n] 

ACGIMNPS SCAMPING SCAMP, to perform in hasty or careless manner [v] 

 

ACGINNNS CANNINGS CANNING, business of preserving food in airtight containers [n] 

ACGINNNS SCANNING close examination [n -S] / SCAN, to examine closely [v] 

 

ACGINRST SCARTING SCART, to scratch (to make thin, shallow cut or mark on) [v] 

ACGINRST TRACINGS TRACING, something that is traced [n] 

 

ACGINRSV CARVINGS CARVING, carved figure or design [n] 

ACGINRSV CRAVINGS CRAVING, great desire [n] 

 

ACHIMMOS MACHISMO strong masculinity [n -S] 

ACHIMMOS MACHOISM machismo (strong masculinity) [n -S] 

 

ACHIMNOR HARMONIC overtone (higher partial tone) [n -S] 

ACHIMNOR OMNIARCH almighty ruler [n -S] 

 

ACHINNSU ANCHUSIN red dye [n -S] 

ACHINNSU UNCHAINS UNCHAIN, to free by removing chain [v] 

 

ACHIPRRT PARRITCH porridge (soft food) [n -ES] 

ACHIPRRT PHRATRIC PHRATRY, tribal unit among primitive peoples [adj] 

 

ACHMNORS MONARCHS MONARCH, absolute ruler [n] 

ACHMNORS NOMARCHS NOMARCH, head of nome [n] 
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ACHMNORY MONARCHY rule by monarch [n -HIES] 

ACHMNORY NOMARCHY nome (province of modern Greece) [n -HIES] 

 

ACHMORTU OUTCHARM to surpass in charming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACHMORTU OUTMARCH to surpass in marching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

ACHOTTUW OUTWATCH to watch longer than [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ACHOTTUW WATCHOUT act of looking out for something [n -S] 

 

ACIIMNTY INTIMACY state of being closely associated [n -CIES] 

ACIIMNTY MINACITY state of being threatening [n -TIES] 

 

ACIIMSTT ATTICISM concise and elegant expression [n -S] 

ACIIMSTT MASTITIC MASTITIS, inflammation of breast [adj] 

 

ACILLOTY COITALLY COITUS, sexual intercourse [adv] 

ACILLOTY LOCALITY area or neighborhood [n -TIES] 

 

ACILMNOS LACONISM brevity of expression [n -S] 

ACILMNOS LIMACONS LIMACON, type of geometric curve [n] 

 

ACILMOPR PICLORAM herbicide [n -S] 

ACILMOPR PROCLAIM to make known publicly or officially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACILMSSS CLASSISM discrimination based on social class [n -S] 

ACILMSSS MISCLASS to put in wrong class [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

ACILNORT CILANTRO herb used in cooking [n -S] 

ACILNORT CONTRAIL visible trail of water vapor from aircraft [n -S] 

 

ACILNRUY CULINARY pertaining to cookery (art of cooking) [adj] 

ACILNRUY URANYLIC URANYL, bivalent radical [adj] 

 

ACILNSTU LUNATICS LUNATIC, insane person [n] 

ACILNSTU SULTANIC SULTAN, ruler of Muslim country [adj] 

 

ACILRSTU CURTAILS CURTAIL, to cut short [v] 

ACILRSTU RUSTICAL rustic (one who lives in country) [n -S] 

 

ACIMNORS MARCONIS MARCONI, two-way radio [n] 

ACIMNORS MINORCAS MINORCA, any of breed of large domestic fowls [n] 

 

ACIMNRSU CRANIUMS CRANIUM, skull [n] 

ACIMNRSU CUMARINS CUMARIN, coumarin (chemical compound) [n] 
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ACINNOTU CONTINUA mathematical sets [n CONTINUA] 

ACINNOTU COUNTIAN resident of county [n -S] 

 

ACINOPST CAPTIONS CAPTION, to provide with title [v] 

ACINOPST PACTIONS PACTION, pact (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n] 

 

ACINOSSS CAISSONS CAISSON, watertight chamber [n] 

ACINOSSS CASSINOS CASSINO, card game [n] 

 

ACINOSTT OSCITANT yawning [adj] 

ACINOSTT TACTIONS TACTION, act of touching (to be in or come into contact with) [n] 

 

ACINOSTU AUCTIONS AUCTION, to sell publicly to highest bidder [v] 

ACINOSTU CAUTIONS CAUTION, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

 

ACINRTTU TACITURN habitually silent [adj] 

ACINRTTU URTICANT urticating substance [n -S] 

 

ACIOPRST APRICOTS APRICOT, edible fruit [n] 

ACIOPRST PISCATOR fisherman [n -S] 

 

ACIOPSTU AUTOPSIC pertaining to autopsy [adj] 

ACIOPSTU CAPTIOUS tending to find fault [adj] 

 

ACIORSTT CITATORS CITATOR, one that cites (to quote as authority or example) [n] 

ACIORSTT RICOTTAS RICOTTA, Italian cheese [n] 

 

ACIORTTY ATROCITY heinous act [n -TIES] 

ACIORTTY CITATORY CITATION, act of citing (to quote as authority or example) [adj] 

 

ACKLMORS ARMLOCKS ARMLOCK, hold in wrestling [n] 

ACKLMORS LOCKRAMS LOCKRAM, coarse, linen fabric [n] 

 

ACLNOOST COOLANTS COOLANT, fluid used to cool engines [n] 

ACLNOOST OCTANOLS OCTANOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

 

ACLNORSU CONSULAR CONSUL, official serving abroad [adj] 

ACLNORSU COURLANS COURLAN, wading bird [n] 

 

ACMNOOPR CRAMPOON crampon (device for raising heavy objects) [n -S] 

ACMNOOPR MONOCARP plant that yields fruit only once before dying [n -S] 

 

ACMNOPRS CORPSMAN enlisted man trained in first aid [n -MEN] 

ACMNOPRS CRAMPONS CRAMPON, device for raising heavy objects [n] 
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ACMOOSST MOSCATOS MOSCATO, sweet dessert wine [n] 

ACMOOSST SCOTOMAS SCOTOMA, blind spot in field of vision [n] 

 

ACNOORTY CARTOONY resembling cartoon [adj -NIER, NIEST] 

ACNOORTY OCTONARY stanza of eight lines [n -RIES] 

 

ACOOPRST COPASTOR one that shares duties of pastor [n -S] 

ACOOPRST ROOTCAPS ROOTCAP, loose mass of cells that covers tip of some roots [n] 

 


